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Mold design can be a difficult, time-consuming process. Determining how to split a
cavity into multiple mold pieces (e.g., core, cavity) manually can be a tedious pro
This paper focuses on the mold construction step of the automated mold design pr
By investigating glue operations and its relations with parting faces, an approach b
on a new reverse glue operation is presented. The key to the reverse glue operatio
generate parting faces. A problem definition of parting face generation for a regio
provided. Correspondingly, three face generating criteria are identified. Based on
parting lines of a region, our algorithms to generate the parting faces are presented.
mold construction algorithms for two-piece molds and multi-piece molds are also
sented with brief discussions. Some industrial examples are provided which illustra
efficiency and effectiveness of our approach. We tested our mold designs by fabri
stereolithography mold inserts (a rapid tooling method) and molding parts.
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1 Introduction
Many consumer products involve the design and fabrication

injection molded thermoplastic parts. To reduce time to marke
is necessary to reduce the time required to test molded par
signs, as well as mold designs. Rapid tooling, which uses a r
prototyping~RP! technique to fabricate tools or patterns, can
duce tooling cost and time especially when only small number
parts are needed@1#. By using rapid tooling, delivering prototyp
parts with turn-around times of less than two weeks becomes
sible. However, achieving the goal requires fast, proven mold
sign methods.

Mainly from the geometric perspective, we develop a syste
atic approach and a related system to automate several impo
mold design steps, including selection of parting directions, p
ing lines, parting surfaces, and construction of mold pieces.
divide the mold design process into three phases as shown in
1. Our approaches for the first two phases, region generation
combination, are presented in@2#. In this paper, we present a
approach for constructing mold pieces based on the mold con
rations generated in Phase 2. Our approach is presented in
general context of designing configurations of mold cavity plat
side actions, and form pins, those parts of the mold that form
molded part shape. We have applied our methods primarily to
design of mold inserts that are fabricated using stereolithogra
The general term ‘‘mold piece’’ is used to describe cavity plat
inserts, or other parts of the mold used to form the part shape
will refer to the collection of all of these ‘‘mold pieces’’ as th
‘‘mold cavity;’’ hence the main challenge being addressed in t
paper is how to decompose the mold cavity into a collection
two or more mold pieces.

After the region combination process, several mold piece
gions are generated with their parting directions~PD! and parting
lines (PLs). We use an example that is shown in Fig. 2 to illu
trate the region combination results. For a simple part with
through hole and two grooves, three mold piece regionsR1

Contributed by the Computer-Aided Product Development~CAPD! Committee
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;R3) are generated in Phase 2, whose faces are marked by
genta, yellow, and blue~medium, light, dark shading!, respec-
tively ~Fig. 2~a!!. This is the fewest number of mold piece regio
possible to ensure the mold can be disassembled and the
ejected. Since the regions cannot be combined further, they
called mold piece regions and each of them corresponds to a m
piece (M1;M3). In the combination process, a feasible parti
direction (PD1;PD3) is recorded for each region. That is, alon
the parting direction of regionRi , the mold pieceMi can be
translated from the injection molded part without any interferen
In the combining process, we also record the parting lines of e
region (PLi), which are the non-intersecting closed continuo
loops defined by edges along the boundary of the region~refer to
Fig. 2~b!!. If a mold cavity (MC) related to the part is given, we
can construct mold pieces as shown in Fig. 2~c! for the mold piece
regions.

So the problem considered in this paper is defined as follow
Problem MPC: Mold Piece Construction.A solid polyhedral

part P and a mold cavityMC are given. Suppose region
Ri(F,E,D) (1< i<k) are also given, where

1. F consists of a set of connected faces ofP that belong to
regionRi ;

2. E is the boundary edges of the faces inF, representing the
parting line of regionRi ;

3. D is a direction which makes an angle of at most 90 d
with the outward normals of all faces inF;

Generate bodiesM1;Mk such that:
~a! After M1;Mk are assembled together, they formMC with

a cavity P inside. That is, MC2P5M1øM2ø . . .
øMk , where2 andø are the Boolean operators, subtra
tion and union, respectively.

~b! Faces ofRi are formed and only formed byMi in the in-
jection process.

~c! Mi can be disassembled in directionPDi without interfer-
ence with other mold pieces.

The remainder of this paper has been organized in the follow
manner. In Section 2, we review the related work in the automa
construction of mold pieces. Both academic and industrial
proaches are investigated. In Section 3, the principles and re
sentations related to mold piece construction and the reverse

tor:
SEPTEMBER 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 219
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Fig. 1 Mold design process
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operation are presented. Criteria for generating parting faces
key step of our approach, are presented in Section 4. An algor
for parting face generation and two examples are presente
Section 5. We present our algorithms for constructing two-pi
and multi-piece molds in Section 6. The system implementa
and results are discussed in Section 7. Conclusions are sum
rized in Section 8.

2 Review of Related Work
Considerable work has been performed in the injection m

design area. Recently, work has focused on automated met
for multi-piece mold design@3# and improved methods for partin
line and surface generation. In the latter area, Majhi et al.@4#
presented a parting line generating approach for a convex pol
dron. The authors identified two flatness criteria and generat
parting line that is as ‘‘flat’’ as possible. However, for a give
parting line, we did not find literature discussing generating ‘‘fl
test’’ parting face to form mold pieces. Currently two approach
20 Õ Vol. 3, SEPTEMBER 2003
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are proposed for automatically splitting the mold core and cav
They are the approach based on extending parting lines and
based on sweeping.

2.1 Approach Based on Extending Parting Lines. A mold
cavity can be cut into two pieces by a parting surface. For par
lines not in a plane, Tan et al.@5# presented a parting surfac
generation method. After getting the parting lines for a given pa
ing direction, an outer loop and inner loops are generated. A c
vex hull algorithm is applied to the outer loop. Each edge of
hull is projected to an adjacent side face of the mold cavity. T
projection direction is perpendicular to the parting direction b
parallel to the surface normal of the side face of the mold cav
All planar faces generated by projecting hull edges can form
parting surface for the part. For each inner loop, triangular fac
are created within the loop. Shin and Lee@6#, Serrar@7#, and Nee
et al. @8# used a similar approach to form the parting surface
split mold cavity into two halves. More recently, Priyadarshi a
Fig. 2 Regions and mold pieces of a part

Fig. 3 Part with mold pieces generated by two approaches
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 Mold piece face classification
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Gupta@9# adapted Tan’s approach to create parting surface fo
outer loop while used a surfacing method, called covering, to
surface over the inner loops.

This approach is quite straightforward. Extending the giv
parting lines outward into faces splits the mold cavity into tw
mold pieces. However, two problems are identified.

~1! For non-flat parting lines, the parting surface generated
this approach is also not flat. This is not accordance w
the best practice of mold design, that is, the parting surf
should be planar to decrease manufacturing complexity
to increase the shut-off force to reduce material flash@10#.
For example, for the part in Fig. 3~a! one mold piece gen-
erated by the above approach is shown in Fig. 3~b!, and the
mold piece generated by our algorithm is in Fig. 3~c!. Part-
ing faces are shown in red~shaded!. Compared with Fig.
3~b!, the mold piece in Fig. 3~c! is less expensive to fabri
cate. Furthermore, less material flash is expected in mo
parts because the parting surface has better accuracy
surface finish. This is very important in rapid tooling sin
mold pieces fabricated by layered manufacturing meth
will have rough surface finish for near-flat faces.

~2! Two different algorithms ~extending parting lines and
triangulation/covering! based on different principles wer
developed individually in the literature to handle the ou
loop and inner loops of parting lines, respectively. In co
parison, the approach presented in this paper can ha
both outer and inner parting lines using the same appro

2.2 Approach Based on Sweeping. Conceptually removing
an injection molded part from a mold in the parting direction
similar to sweeping part faces in the same parting direction.
and Tan@11# described an algorithm using sweep operations
Boolean operations to generate a mold core and cavity. F
sweeping the part in the parting direction generates a solid. T
using two mold plates to subtract each end of the solid, two m
pieces are generated. The algorithm does not consider inte
parting lines. So for a shape with a through hole, the algorit
will not generate the mold pieces correctly. Urabe and Wright@12#
also present a mold construction method based on the sweepi
faces into bodies. Then they are united with plates and mold w
to form core and cavity pieces. The sweeping operations
Boolean operations~unite! are time consuming and can have r
bustness problems.

2.3 Industrial Approaches. Currently several commercia
ng and Information Science in Engineering
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mold design software systems can automatically split mold c
and cavity for a part. We investigated five leading systems
listed below.

~1! MoldWizard: From Unigraphics@13#, this is a highly au-
tomated product that incorporates some industry best p
tices to guide users through the steps required to constru
mold. Based on user’s input, the main steps for construc
core and cavity for an industrial part include the followin
First, parting lines for the given part are identified by th
designer. Then for each parting edge, a sweeping direc
is specified and a parting surface is generated. These p
ing surfaces together with other generated from inner lo
cut the mold cavity into two mold pieces.

~2! Moldplus: As a supplementary program forMastercam®,
Moldplus @14# generates parting surfaces for given parti
lines, apparently in a similar manner to MoldWizard.

~3! QuickSplit: This splitting tool developed byCimatron Ltd.
can separate core and cavity with sliders and inserts@15#.

~4! Magics RP: Materialisedeveloped a rapid tooling modul
for this system@16#, which automates the design of th
insert tool, based on the STL file of a part.

~5! IMOLD: This is a supplementary program forUnigraphics
andSolidWorks@17#. It has a module,Core/Cavity Builder,
to handle the parting of cores and cavities for both so
and surface product models.

The approach to generation of parting surfaces used in IMO
was presented in@18#, which is based on extending parting line
For other systems, we did not find published works on their sp
ting approaches. However, we believe all systems use the
proach based on extending parting lines.

3 Mold Construction Principle and Related
Representations

The basic idea in our mold construction approach is to sepa
the mold cavity into pieces at parting lines by generating part
faces that are parallel or perpendicular to the parting direction
such that the resulting parting surfaces are as flat as possible
main challenges are to identify parting lines that lead to the b
set of parting faces and to generate those parting faces. A
generating parting lines and faces, mold pieces are constructe
a new ‘‘reverse glue’’ operation that is an application of bounda
representation Euler operations, rather than the more complex
time consuming sweep and Boolean operations used by othe
SEPTEMBER 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 221
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Fig. 5 Parting face generation based on edge loops
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Suppose a mold cavity (MC) is given for a molded part~P!.
FurthermoreMC containsP entirely inside~Fig. 4~a!!. As defined
in Problem MPC, mold pieces should formP inside andMC
outside when they are assembled together. Therefore, any g
ated mold pieceMi related to regionRi consists of three kinds o
faces~Fig. 4~b!!:

1. Faces related to part regionRi (FRegion): For each facef of
Ri , there is a corresponding facef 8 in Mi . Facesf and f 8
are in the same position with opposite face normals. For p
regions as shown in Fig. 2~a!, their corresponding face
FRegion are represented in green~medium shading! in Fig.
4~b!.

2. Faces related to the mold cavity (FMC): Some faces ofMi
come from the mold cavity. Each face of the mold cavity
assigned to one mold piece. For the mold cavity as show
Fig. 4~a! facesFMC are represented in yellow~lightest shad-
ing! in Fig. 4~b!.

3. Parting Faces(FParting): Parting faces of a mold pieceMi
are the faces that connect facesFRegionandFMC to makeMi
as a solid body. They are also the contacting faces betw
different mold pieces when they are assembled toget
Parting faces are represented in red~dark shading! in Fig.
4~b!. Parting faces usually have normal vectors that are p
allel or perpendicular toPD. To avoid non-planar parting
surfaces~e.g., the mold piece in Fig. 3~b!, parting faces with
normals perpendicular toPD are generated, forming ‘‘shut
offs’’ in the mold. Shut-offs are pairs of vertical mold face
that meet to ‘‘shut off’’ the flow of polymer during molding
@19#. Shut-off faces are generated by projecting edges
parting lines onto a parting surface, then constructing fa
from the edges and their projections. This is discussed
ther in Sections 4 and 5.

Gluing operations are commonly used in Boolean operatio
to ‘‘glue’’ part boundaries into a single solid boundary. Central
a glue operation is a global topological Euler operation,k f mrh
~kill face, make ring, hole! @20#. A glue operation consists of thre
steps: 1! merge two half-edge data structures into one data st
ture that has two shells, 2! join the shells by applying thek f mrh
operation, and 3! merge coincident edges and vertices that res
from k f mrh. Step 3 is implemented as a collection of low lev
Euler operations.

By reversing the steps in the gluing operation, a solid can
separated into multiple pieces, necessary for mold construc
The steps of theReverse Glueoperation are: 1! copy and separate
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edges and vertices that comprise parting lines, 2! generate sepa
rate shells using Euler operationm f krh ~make face, kill ring,
hole!, and 3! generate separate solids. Step 1 involves swapp
partner coedges and low level Euler operations.

SinceMC and P are known while (M1 on M2) and (M2 on
M1) are unknown, Problem MPC is transformed into a parti
face generation problem, which is discussed in the next secti

4 Parting Face Generation Criteria

4.1 Parting Faces. Two kinds of parting faces,outside part-
ing facesand inside parting faces, may exist in a mold piece, a
shown in Fig. 5. Outside parting faces~Outside PF! connect part
faces with mold cavity faces in the mold piece. Correspondin
their boundaries are an outer parting loop of the part~loopsb in
Fig. 5! and a parting line on the mold cavity~loops a!. Inside
parting faces~Inside PF! relate to the holes in the injection
molded part. Their boundaries are the inner parting loops of
part ~loops c!. For any region, there is one and only one ou
parting loop, with zero or more inner parting loops. We will u
the term ‘‘parting loop’’ to denote parting lines and loops to em
phasize that they are loops of edges in the solid model.

By definition, FPartingIM Pi5FOutsideIPartingIM Pi
1FInsideIPartingIM Pi . Careful inspection of Fig. 5 shows that par
ing loops and faces are shared, in part, by the mold pieces.
example, the vertical part of loopPL3a overlapsPL1a; the re-
maining part ofPL1a overlapsPL2a. Generalizing, we can write

b~FOutsideIPartingIM Pi!1b~FInsideIPartingIM Pi!

5b~FRegionIM Pi!1b~FMCIM Pi! (1)

In Eq. ~1!, we assume ab(FMCIM Pi) and can generate easil
facesFRegionIM Pi since they are determined by part regionRi .
b(FRegionIM Pi) can be generated easily~e.g.,PL1;PL3 in Fig. 5!
since an edge belongs tob(FRegionIM Pi) if its two neighboring
faces FN1 and FN2 satisfy FN1PFRegionIM Pi and
FN2¹FRegionIM Pi . Hence, the boundary ofFOutsideIPartingIM Pi
andFInsideIPartingIM Pi can be generated from Eq.~1!. Therefore,
we are trying to generate a face set based on its boundary edg
the parting face generation process~that is, loopsPLi⇒faces
FPartingIMi in Fig. 5!. Hence, the problem is ageometric recon-
structionproblem with an infinite number of solutions.

The approach to generating parting faces involves two m
ideas. First, candidate parting planes are generated and te
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Example of minimum strength criterion
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Since parting loop edges are projected onto these planes, we
them ‘‘projection planes.’’ Shut-off faces~normals perpendicula
to PD! are generated by sweeping a parting loop edge ont
projection plane (PP) by the operation:f e5sweep(e,PD,PP),
wheree(V1 ,V2) is an edge of the loop andf e is the generated
parting face. Suppose the projected vertices ofV1 andV2 into PP
areV18 andV28 . If V15V18 andV25V28 , f e is null; otherwise,f e is
the face formed byV1V2 , V2V28 , V28V18, andV18V1 . Second, hori-
zontal parting faces~normals parallel toPD! are generated by
tessellating polygons that are defined by portions of parting lo
in PP and the projected edges from thesweep~ ! operations. An
additional assumption is thatPD is along the part’sZ axis.

Given this approach, specific parting face generation criteria
Problem MPC can be presented.

4.2 Generation Criteria. The three criteria we identify are
given as follows.

Criterion 1: Disassemblable in directionPDi .
To disassemble mold pieceMi in PDi , all the faces ofMi

should be able to be swept in the parting directionPDi without
interference with other faces. Consequently, each generated
ing face FPartingIMi should satisfy:normal (FPartingIMi)•PDi>0,
where• is the vector dot product.

Criterion 2: Flatness of parting faces.
It is desired to have a planar parting surface to decrease m

facturing complexity and to increase the shut-off force in the
jection molding process for less material flash. One way to m
sure the flatness of parting faces is based on the sum of face a
r(F)5( i 51

k area(Fi). With the same boundary loops, small
r(F) leads to flatter parting faces. For example, comparing
parting faces of the two mold pieces shown in Figs. 3~b!! and~c!,
we can seer(FPartingI2),r(FPartingI1).

However, the minimum sum of parting face areas cannot
calculated during parting face generation, since these faces
unknown. Instead, we use three heuristics that are listed be
based on their priorities~from high to low!.

1. Make as many parting faces parallel or perpendicular
parting direction (PDi) as possible. Flat parting surfaces a
generally easier to fabricate. The best surface finishes
parts made by RP machines are achieved when the surfa
horizontal or vertical in the machine@21#. Additionally, flat
parting surfaces help minimize flash during molding.

2. Generate the smallest number of parting faces. Our appr
is to find the smallest number of projection planes in t
sweeping process. With fewer projection planes used, p
ing faces will have a smaller number of faces, and gener
look ‘‘flatter.’’
g and Information Science in Engineering
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3. Use a projection plane that contains as much of the par
loop as possible and that minimizes the total projection d
tance of the edges in the parting loop.

Criterion 3: Maintain a minimum strength of mold pieces.
Theoretically only one projection plane is sufficient for criter

1 and 2. However, this may lead to some mold pieces that
theoretically correct but infeasible to fabricate. For example, i
possible to form narrow ‘‘slivers’’ in the mold when projectin
parting loop edges. To identify and prevent such situations,
determine the projection range of each parting edge, then clas
these edges and ranges. Alternative parting planes can be e
ated based on the classifications. This is presented next.

4.3 Projection Ranges. A part P with two regionsR1 and
R2 is shown in Fig. 6~a!. The parting loop related to the two
regions has a parting edgeE1 . Suppose only one projection plan
Plane1 is used. The parting face related toE1 will be FParting1 .
The generated mold pieceM1 will have two small features, which
are easily broken~Fig. 6~b!!. In some extreme cases, e.g., if th
normal of F1 is perpendicular toPD1 , mold pieces cannot be
fabricated sinceFParting1 overlaps withF1 .

Suppose parting directionPD is along theZ axis. In our ap-
proach, aprojection range PR@Z1 ,Z2# is defined as the range o
Z coordinates of projection planes onto which a parting edge
be projected without passing through the part. A projection ra
is computed for each parting edge.

The projection range of a parting edge is calculated based
the position of its two neighboring faces. Each edge of a so
body has two coedgesCE1 andCE2 @20#. Suppose two neighbor
ing facesF1 andF2 with normalsn1 andn2 belong to regionsR1
and R2 , respectively~Fig. 7~a!!. They define a parting edge
EParting whose maximum and minimumZ values areZmaxE and
Zmin E . The coedge ofEParting in F1 is CE1 , while the coedge in
F2 is CE2 . For a parting directionPD1 and a projection planePP
higher than Zmin E , the parting face FPartingIup
5sweep(EParting ,PD1 ,PP) should form an angleg1 with F1
that is greater than some minimum,gs, that reflects mold strength
~Fig. 7~b!!. Otherwise, the generated mold pieces will be t
weak. Similarly FPartingIdown5sweep(EParting ,2PD1,PP)
should form an angleg2 greater thangs with F2 for a projection
planePP lower thanZmaxE ~Fig. 7~c!!.

~a! If EParting is not alongPD1, then the projection range of a
parting edge can be classified into four categories:

1. Up Range: ifg1>gs andg2,gs, edgeEParting has a pro-
jection range@ZmaxE ,1`);
SEPTEMBER 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 223
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Fig. 7 Approach to compute projection range of parting edge
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2. Down Range: ifg1,gs and g2>gs, edgeEParting has a
projection range (2`,Zmin E#;

3. Both Range: ifg1>gs andg2>gs, edgeEParting has a pro-
jection range~2`,1`!;

4. Null Range: ifg1,gs andg2,gs, edgeEParting has a pro-
jection rangeZE if ZmaxE5Zmin E5ZE ; otherwise the projec-
tion range is null;

~b! If EParting is in the direction ofPD1, its projection range is
determined by its two neighboring parting edgesNE1 and
NE2 and, again, can be classified into the same four c
egories with an additional category:

Limited Range: edgeEParting has projection range@Z1 ,Z2#.

Consequently, projection ranges can be computed for each
ing loop related to regionRi andPDi . For example, for the part
ing loop shown in Fig. 8~a!, the projection ranges are all Dow
Ranges (2`,ZE# ~part from Fig. 3!. In comparison, the projection
ranges of the parting loopPL2 shown in Fig. 8~b! are all Up
Ranges@ZmaxE ,1`), for the part from Fig. 5.

The edge loopb(FMold cav i tyIM Pi) in Eq. ~1! is unspecified in
Problem MPC. In the beginning of the process, we use a tem
rary loop defined by the intersection of the mold cavity with aZ
plane which contains the most vertices of the outer parting loo
b(FRegionIM Pi). The selection of the beginning loop will not a
fect the results of generated parting faces~refer to Example 5.1!.
Based on the criteria, we define the Parting Face Generation p
lem for Problem MPC as follows.

Problem PFG: Parting Face Generation.Suppose a projec
tion directionPD and several closed parting loops (PLi) are given
with their projection ranges. Generate facesF1;Fm such that:

a. The edge loopsPLi are the boundaries of face s
$F1 ,F2 , . . . ,Fm%;
BER 2003
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b. normal(Fi)•PD>0 (1< i<m) ~criterion 1!;
c. Suppose faces$Fk% are the faces whose normals are in d

rectionPD. The number of projection planes which conta
$Fk% is minimum ~criterion 2!;

d. Suppose$Fn% are the faces whose normals are perpendicu
to directionPD and are generated bysweep(en ,PD,PP).
The projection planePP is within the projection range of al
en ~criterion 3!.

Our method for Problem PFG is presented next.

5 Parting Face Generation Method
Three types of edges may exist in an edge loop:part edges,

mold cavity edges, and insert edges. Part edges come from th
region faces of the injection molded part. Their projection rang
are defined in Section 4.Mold cavity edgescome from the inter-
section of the mold cavity with parting faces.Insert edgesare
added during the parting face generation process. The projec
ranges ofmold cavity edgesand insert edgesareBoth Ranges.

5.1 Parting Face Algorithm. For each parting loopPL ~ex-
cept PL05the parting loop in the outside surface of the mo
cavity ~loopsa in Fig. 5!! and related projection ranges, the bas
steps of the parting face generation process include: identi
parting plane based on the projection ranges of all unproce
edges; sweep edges into the plane to generate shut-off faces
insert edgesin PP to form 2D polygons; triangulate 2D polygons
form new edge loops from unprocessed edges and new e
defined by the generated parting faces. This process can be s
more formally as:

Algorithm: PartingIFaceIGeneration
Input: One parting loopPL, Projection RangesPR for each

edge inPL.
Fig. 8 Projection ranges of two parting lines
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 9 An outside parting face example
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Output: Set of parting faces,Fparting .
1. Fparting5NULL
2. elist5edges inPL or PL1PL0 if PL is the outer parting

loop
3. while elist contains one or more part edges //elist is list of

unprocessed edges
4. form edge loops fromelist
5. for each loop with one or more part edges
6. PP5identify projection plane fromPR of part edges
7. Lp5edges inPL that are inPP
8. Lo5edges inPL that are not inPP nor vertical toPP
9. Fso5create shut-off faces usingsweep~ ! for edges ofLo
10. Ep5edges fromFso that are inPP
11. Ev5edges fromFso that are vertical toPP
12. For eachFso created by a projectable part edge or ins

edge
13. Fparting15Fso
14. For each projectable edgee of LO
15. elist5elist2e1Ep(e)1Ev(e) // edges ofEp andEv that

are related toe
16. Lp15Ep // Add insert edges if necessary for non-clos

parting loop
17. for each dangling vertex inLp
18. addinsert edge ein that connectsPL or PL0
19. emI in , emIOut5split edgeem in PL or PL0 and classify

segments by loop directions
20. Lp15ein1emI in ,
21. elist5elist2em1emI in1emIOut1$coedge ofein%
22. form polygon~s! from edges inLp
23. Fparting15triangulate polygon~s!
24. elist5elist2Epolygon(s)
25. delete edges inelist which form a pair of coedges // they ar

already correct in topology.
omputing and Information Science in Engineering
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To find a projection plane in Step 6, a three step process is u
First, all overlaps are determined among the projection range
edges in a parting loop, effectively partitioning the edges. Seco
the partition that contains the maximum number of edges is
lected. This corresponds to heuristic 3 of Criterion 2 from Sect
4.2. Third, a specific projection plane is selected that minimi
the total swept face area of edges in the selected partition. Ass
the edges in the selected partition areEi(1< i<k). The two ver-
tices that bound edgeEi are Vi1(XVi1 ,YVi1 ,ZVi1) and
Vi2(XVi2 ,YVi2 ,ZVi2). The Z coordinate of the best parting plan
(PP) can be computed as:

ZpartingIplane5Zi :min(
j 51

k

@ uZVj 1
2Zi u1uZVj 2

2Zi u#

•A~XVj 1
2XVj 2

!21~YVj 1
2YVj 2

!2 (2)

Steps 17–21 require explanation. Each edge has an attri
Projectablethat is updated to identify if it can be projected in
the selected projection plane. If all projectable edges do not fo
a polygon,insert edgesmust be added to connect the projectab
edges at their dangling vertices. Supposeei is a projectable edge
while ei 11 is a non-projectable edge. VertexVi is their common
~dangling! vertex. Our approach to find an insert edgeein is given
as follows. First, create half linesl i from Vi to infinity, wherel i
bisects the angle formed byei andei 11 and l i passes through the
mold material~i.e., l i is on the material side ofei and ei 11).
Check the intersection of thel i with all edges inPL and PL0 .
Supposeem is the edge with the closest intersection vertexVem.
Then,~1! if em is projectable, splitem into two edges (em1 ,em2)
by Vem, and generate an insert edgeein(Vi ,Vem) if Vi is the end
vertex ofei , or ein(Vem,Vi) if Vi is the start vertex ofei ; ~2! if
em is not projectable, iterateem1 j ( j 51,2, . . . )until the next pro-
Fig. 10 Parting face generation process „Iteration 1 …

Fig. 11 Parting face generation process „Iteration 2 …
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jectable edge is found, compute a feasible intersection verte
possible, and generate an insert edgeein . The coedge ofein is
also added to the unprocessed edge loops. The two split ed
em1 andem2 , are classified asemI in andemIout such thatemI in is in
the same direction asLp , while emIout is in the opposite direction
The examples in this section should clarify this presentation.

After closed edge loops are formed with all their projecta
edges, parting faces in the projection plane can be generate
triangulating the 2-D polygons formed by the closed edge loo
This topic has been studied extensively~e.g., see@22–24#!.

The computational complexity of algorithm
PartingIFaceIGenerationwill be analyzed briefly. Assume tha
there arenpe edges in all parting loops. Then, the complexity
the algorithm is O(npe

2 ) in the worst case. This can be realized
estimating the number of times each of the three nested loops
execute. Note that the number of parting loop edges,npe, is typi-
cally much less than the number of edges in the part. The num
of dangling vertices is related to the number of loops formed
the previous step which, again, is much smaller thannpe.

Algorithm PartingIFaceIGenerationsatisfies the three criteria
presented in Section 4.2. The first criterion~disassemblable in
PDi) is ensured due to the treatment of projection ranges.
second criterion~flatness of parting faces! has three sub-parts
First, only parting faces are added that are parallel or perpend

Fig. 12 Edge loop in the mold piece
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lar to PDi . Second, the number of projection planes is minimiz
~although we cannot claim a global minimum! in part by selecting
planes that contain as much of the parting loop as possible. Th
the final selection of parting planes is based on minimizing p
jection distances. The third criterion~maintain minimum strength!
is ensured by enforcing a minimum angle,gs, between part faces
and projected faces during the determination of projection ran

Both outside and inside parting faces can be generated via
above process. We use two examples to illustrate these basic s

5.2 Example 1: Outside Parting Faces With Insert Edges.
A molded part with two regions (R1 andR2) is shown in Fig. 9~a!.
The related parting loop isCPL1-2, and the edge loop in the mold
cavity isCPL1-1 ~Fig. 9~b!!. EdgesE3 andE7 of CPL1-2 areNull
Rangeswhile all other edges areUp Ranges. The projection
ranges ofCPL1-2 are shown in Fig. 9~c!.

During the first iteration through thewhile loop ~Step 3!, the
projection planeZ2 is selected based on the projection ranges.
sweeping the edges ofCPL1I2 , four parting facesF1;F4 are
generated~Fig. 10~a!!. In the projected edge loop in planeZ2 ,
edgeE88 is projectable, whileE78 is not projectable. Therefore a
insert edge is added~extension ofE88). Similarly, additional insert
edges are added for edgesE28 , E48 , E68 andE88 ~Fig. 10~b!!. Two
polygons (F5 ,F6) are formed in planeZ2 , which are then trian-

Fig. 15 Parting face generation process
Fig. 13 Mold pieces related to parting faces

Fig. 14 An inside parting face example
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gulated. Eight edges of the boundary of face set (F1;F6) are
added to the unprocessed edge loops~Fig. 10~c!!. Now the un-
processed edge loops areCPL2I1 andCPL2I2 .

Edge loopsCPL2I1 andCPL2I2 are processed during the se
ond iteration of thewhile loop. Based on projection ranges~Fig.
11~a!!, planeZ1 is selected as the projection plane. Parting fa
F7;F10 are generated in the projection process, whileF11 and
F12 are formed by edge loops, then triangulated~Fig. 11~b!!.

After all the edges are processed, the generated parting f
(F1;F12) form two closed edge loopsCPLMC andCPL1I2 ~Fig.
12!. Loop CPLMC is different fromCPL1I1 which is initially set
as the mold cavity loop. Based onCPLMC , we can split the mold
cavity into two face sets and generate two mold piecesM1 and
M2 ~Fig. 13! related to the parting faces.

5.3 Example 2: Inside Parting Faces With Different
Projection Planes. A second molded part is shown in Fig
14~a!. In this example, we will focus only on the inside partin
faces. Related to regionsR1 and R2 , an inner parting loop is
CPL1I3 ~Fig. 14~b!!. Its projection ranges are also shown in t
figure. EdgesE1;E3 have Up Ranges, edgesE4 and E8 have
Limited Ranges, and EdgesE5;E7 haveDown Ranges.

Based on our process, the projection range ofCPL1I3 is
(Z1 ,Z2), and the selected projection plane isZ1 plane since it
contains more edges inCPL1I3 . Sweeping the edges ofCPL1I3
into Z1 generates parting facesF1;F3 ~Fig. 15~a!!. All the pro-
jected edges are projectable. They define a polygon that fo
faceF4 ~Fig. 15~b!!. Related to the parting faces, two mold piec
M1 andM2 are generated as shown in Fig. 16.

Instead of planeZ1 , we could have used planeZ2 in the above
process. However the total area of the generated parting faces
be larger.

6 Mold Piece Construction Algorithms
Each region specified in a molded part is related to one m

piece. The order in which the regions are processed, and m
pieces are generated, affects the geometries of resulting m
We utilize two heuristics to order regions, based on industry b
practice@19#: ~1! generate mold pieces for regions with partin
directions along the main parting direction first@2#; ~2! generate
mold pieces for regions with larger volumes~calculate by bound-
ing box! first. Accordingly, regions are rank ordered asR1 ,
R2 , . . . ,Rn21 . The overall mold piece construction algorithm
given below. Its complexity is linear in the number of regions.

Algorithm: MultiIMoldIPieceIGeneration
Input: PartP with RegionsRi (1< i<n) in directionPDi , and

mold cavityMC5M2P.
Output: Set of mold piecesMi (1< i<n).

1. rank region numberi according to the main parting directio
and region volumes;

2. for 1< i<n21;
3. generate closed parting loops (PLj ) and projection ranges

(PRj ) for regionRi ;
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4. TwoIMoldIPieceIGeneration
(PLj ,PRj ,PDi ,MC,M18 ,M28);

5. Mi←M18 ;
6. if i 5n21, Mn←M28 ;
7. else,MC←M28 .

The algorithm to construct two-piece molds is:
Algorithm: TwoIMoldIPieceIGeneration
Input: Closed parting loops (PLj ) and related projection range

(PRj ); parting directionPDi ;
Boolean mold cavityMC with regionsRk (k5 i , . . . ,n).
Output: Mold piecesM1 andM2 .

1. rotateMC to align PDi with the Z axis;
2. classifyPLj into an outer loopPL1 and several inner loops

PLk ;
3. initialize face setFParting←NULL;
4. find planeZ0 which contains the maximum number of ve

tices ofPL1 ;
5. generate loopPL0 by intersecting MC withZ0 ;
6. PartingIFaceIGeneration (PL1 ,FParting); // generate

PFoutside;
7. generate loopPLMC as the outside boundary of face s

FParting ;
8. for each inner loopPLk ;
9. PartingIFaceIGeneration (PLk ,FParting); // generate

PFinside;
10. set FParting8 ←copyIreverseIfaces (FParting); // faces in

same position but reverse directions;
11. usePLMC to split the mold cavity into face setsFup and

Fdown;
12. setF8(R1)←copyIreverseIfaces (Ri); // faces in same po-

sition but reverse directions;
13. setF8(R2)←copyIreverseIfaces (Rk) (k5 i 11, . . . ,n);
14. generateM1←reverseIglue (FParting ,Fup ,F8(R1));

Fig. 17 An example of null projection range
SEPTEMBER 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 227
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Fig. 18 Results of tested industrial parts „part regions with constructed molds …
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15. generateM2←reverseIglue (FParting8 ,Fdown,F8(R2)).

Parting face generation in Steps~6! and ~8! was discussed in
detail in Sections 4 and 5. AlgorithmPartingIFaceIGenerationis
invoked in each Step. For Step~11!, we utilize the approach o
@25# based on retriangulation to split any surface by a closed e
loop in the surface. Face setFup contains faces that are ‘‘above
PLMC ~larger Z coordinate values!, while Fdown contains faces
that are belowPLMC . In Steps~14! and ~15!, mold piece solid
bodies are generated based on the reverse glue operation tha
introduced in Section 3. The steps of the reverse glue opera
can be presented more precisely, given all necessary face set
a single mold piece (M1):

1. Create a new bodyM1 and add facesFParting , Fup , and
F8(R1) to M1 ;

2. Identify all common edges ofFParting andFup ; swap their
partner coedges to seal the common edges;

3. Identify all common edges ofFParting and F8(R1); swap
their partner coedges to seal the common edges.

As can be seen, our algorithms are very efficient. The com
tational complexity of algorithmTwoIMoldIPieceIGenerationis
O(npe

2 1ne* npe)5O(ne* npe) ~sincene@npe), wherene is the num-
ber of edges in the part. As noted, our algorithms do not rely
Boolean or face sweeping operations. Additional analysis and
sults are presented in@26#.

Discussion: Edges With Null Range and Approach Based on
Extending Parting Lines. Among the five types of projection
ranges, a special case ofNull Rangeneeds further discussion. Pa
P in Fig. 17 has six vertices (V1;V6) and parting edgesE1
;E4 based on directionZ. Suppose the parting edges are allNull
Ranges; hence, no projection planeZ can be identified.

The approach presented in Section 5 to identify a projec
plane from projection ranges can be extended. If the current
jection ranges are null, take the first edgeE1 in the loop. Suppose
vectorCE15V22V1 , thenS15CE13Z, N15S13CE1 , where3
is the cross product. See Fig. 17. Therefore a planeP1 , which
passes throughE1 and has normalN1 , can be used as the projec
tion plane in the following steps in Section 5.

Note that whenZV15ZV2 , N1 is actually the same asZ.
ThereforeP1 is a Z plane. Also, using projection planes wit
(CEiÃZ)3CEi as coedge normals is actually the approach ba
on extending parting lines@8#. Therefore the approach based o
extending parting lines is a special case in our approach that
handles edges with null projection ranges.

7 Implementation and Tested Cases
We implemented the algorithms in an experimental syst

~Rapid Tooling Mold Design System! with Microsoft Visual
C116.0. The system was based on ACIS6.2, a 3D geome
modeler provided by Spatial Technology, Inc. We extended
system to enable the algorithms to directly manipulate triang
Therefore, the inputs and outputs of the system can be STL fi
Several initial steps of the system were described in@2#. We used
our implementation to design molds to fabricate prototype inj
tion molded parts of different complexity. In addition to the te
cases shown in Figs. 5, 10, and 15, we tested several indu
parts by generating molds automatically using our system~Fig.
18!. Among the tested parts, cases~a!;~c! are examples of two
mold pieces with only one projection plane required; case~d! is an
example which requires two projection planes; case~e! is an ex-
ample with a complicated inner parting loop; and case~f! is an
example of the multi-piece mold design with three regions. F
each part, the part with regions highlighted, the given mold cav
and the generated mold pieces are shown. The running time o
system for all cases was very satisfactory. None of them t
more than 45 seconds on a PC with a 700 MHz Pentium
processor.
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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In addition, we tested our mold design results using the dir
AIM tooling technique for the part shown in Fig. 18~f!. The mold
pieces were built in a SLA-3500 machine. The Stereolithograp
mold inserts were then installed in an injection molding mach
to produce functional prototypes. A photo of the mold and mold
prototypes is shown in Fig. 19.

8 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a novel method for the automa

construction of multi-piece molds based on parting face gen
tion and the reverse glue operation. Our method is general
both inner and outer parting loops, and two-piece and multi-pi
mold constructions. The method utilizes planar parting surfac
but can generate non-planar parting surfaces if necessitate
part geometry. We have demonstrated the mold construc
method on molds to be fabricated by RP technologies, althoug
can also be applied to conventional machined molds.

The generation of parting faces is a geometric reconstruc
problem, which is defined as Problem PFG in this paper. Differ
parting faces will lead to different mold piece designs. We p
posed three criteria for parting face generation, which inclu
disassemblability~undercut-free!, flatness, and mold strength. Re
lated to the criteria, a new representation, projection range,
proposed and incorporated into the new parting face genera
algorithm. Multiple-piece mold and two-piece mold constructi
algorithms were presented that utilized the parting face genera
algorithm and the reverse glue operation. Complexity analy
showed that the algorithms were quadratic in the number of
edges in the worst case. Also, the operations are not time cons
ing, in contrast to operations used in other mold construction
proaches that utilize Boolean or face sweeping operations.

We implemented the algorithms in an experimental system
tested parts of various complexity. Based on our test results,
believe our mold construction algorithms are very efficient. T
test cases executed quickly~in under 45 seconds! even for com-
plex parts. The system provides users with instantaneous vi
feedback on the mold design results, which is very important
design-for-manufacturing. The results also validate the effic
and robustness of our approach.

Some limitations of our approach should be highlighted. Fi
our methods require faceted part models. Second, only a l
disassemblability evaluation is performed when generating par
faces~see@3# for a global disassemblability method!. Third, we
have limited heuristics for generating mold designs that confo
to industry best practice. Each of these limitations will be a
dressed in future work.

Fig. 19 Stereolithography mold pieces and camera roller
prototypes
SEPTEMBER 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 229
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Nomenclature

b( ) 5 Boundary of face set5loop of edges and
vertices

CE 5 Coedge
CLP 5 Closed Parting Loop

E 5 Edge
F 5 Face~of part, region or mold!

FParting 5 Parting Face
F( ) 5 Face set

M, M P 5 Mold piece
MC 5 Mold cavity

P 5 Part
PD 5 Parting Direction
PF 5 Parting Face
PL 5 Parting Line, Loop
PP 5 Parting Plane, Projection Plane
PR 5 Projection Range

R 5 Region of part that corresponds to one
mold piece

gs 5 minimum angle for mold strength
Bold Symbols5 vectors
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